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QSuper Selects Decimal for Scaled Advice



Highlights Decimal’s unique technology capability
New innovative technology for QSuper

Decimal Software Limited (“DSX”) is pleased announce that it has been selected by QSuper to commence
implementation of the Decimal software platform for scaled advice to its members.
QSuper has over 530,000 members investing $51 billion and is Australia's third largest fund. They selected
Decimal after searching the market to identify a platform that can provide members with the option for limited
financial advice with real time process and compliance management.
Decimal was selected from a competitive tender process which demonstrates that it has the product, scale and
capability to deliver it’s innovative technology to organisations as significant as QSuper.
Decimal Executive Chairman Michael Sertorio said the company is delighted to be working with QSuper. “It is a
significant validation of our capability that such an organisation has chosen us to provide enablement of this
innovative service to their members.”
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About Decimal
Decimal is a 100% cloud technology for financial engagement, advice, service and compliance. It
provides financial advisors and institutions with real-time capability to engage with, and service clients in
a way that is seamless, fast and secure.
For advisors such as Financial Planners, Accountants and Stockbrokers, Decimal delivers new business
opportunities which are done through online collaboration with clients and partners and new levels of
practice efficiency and compliance management.
For institutions, Decimal provides a platform to develop new customer driven digital channels to a deeper
market. Decimal’s passion is to enable customers to reach new heights of growth and efficiency using
the power of Decimal’s platform and the cloud.
For more about Decimal go to: www.decimal.com.au
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